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Abstract 
Webb, P., Two classifications of simple Mackey functors with applications to group cohomology 
and the decomposition of classifying spaces, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 88 (1993) 
265-304. 
We describe a method of computing the group cohomology (with trivial coefficients) of finite 
groups. and also give a new proof of a theorem of Benson-Feshbach and Martino-Priddy on 
the stable splitting of BG. In both cases the approach uses structural properties of Mackey 
functors in a crucial way: we consider the simple functors. composition series of Mackey 
functors, and projective covers of the simple Mackey functors. A feature of the method for 
computing group cohomology is that one obtains simultaneously the p-part of the cohomology 
of all finite groups with a given Sylow p-subgroup. 
Introduction 
In previous joint work with Thevenaz we have classified simple Mackey 
functors [15] and developed a structural theory of Mackey functors which takes its 
standpoint from representation theory [16]. In this paper we show that this type of 
theory may be used to perform specific calculations of Mackey functor values, and 
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also to obtain structural results about the decomposition of classifying spaces. It 
turns out in doing this that it is profitable to allow the precise nature of the 
Mackey functors we consider to vary, so as best to suit the problem in hand. 
Our first application is to group cohomology H”(G, k) with a trivial coefficient 
module. This gives a Mackey functor H”(-, k) defined on every finite group G, 
and provides an example of what we will call a ‘global Mackey functor’, namely a 
Mackey functor which has a consistent definition on all finite groups. Our 
approach is to consider a composition series as a global Mackey functor of 
H”(-, k), by which we mean a series of global Mackey functors 
. ..CM._, c M, c M;, , c . . . c H”(-, k) 
such that n M, = 0, U Mi = I!“(-, k) and M,, , lM, is always a simple global 
Mackey functor. At this point the question of the existence of such series arises, 
and we show that group cohomology does indeed have such a series. We show 
also that the multiplicities of the composition factors are determined independent- 
ly of the choice of series. This sequence of multiplicities of simple global Mackey 
functors as composition factors is now an invariant of group cohomology which it 
is of interest to compute. 
For our application to the computation of group cohomology we rely on two 
more things. The first is the fact that the composition factor multiplicities can be 
computed from a knowledge only of p-groups. The second is a classification of the 
simple global Mackey functors, which is the first result we present in this paper. 
The arguments we use parallel those in [15]. By virtue of an explicit formula for 
these simple objects, knowing their multiplicities as composition factors we are 
able to give the dimensions of cohomology groups. A useful feature of this 
approach is that since the computation is done using a knowledge only of 
p-groups, we obtain simultaneously a formula for the mod p cohomology of all 
groups with a given Sylow p-subgroup, in terms of the cohomology of the Sylow 
p-subgroup and the fusion of certain subgroups. 
Turning to our second application of this type of theory, we show how a study 
of Mackey functors yields a proof of the theorem of Benson and Feshbach [l] and 
Martin0 and Priddy [S] on the stable decomposition of classifying spaces. For this 
we need to consider global Mackey functors with extra structure analogous to that 
of the inflation map in group cohomology. To avoid a potentially longer name for 
these objects we will call them simply ‘inflation functors’. They were used by 
Symonds [13] where they are called ‘functors with Mackey structure’, and they are 
defined in [4, p. 2781 where they are called ‘global Mackey functors’ (thus 
differing from our use of the term). The term ‘Burnside functor’ is also used by 
some to refer to dual notion. Inflation functors are Mackey functors defined on all 
groups with the extra specification that for each group homomorphism 8 : H+ G 
(not just monomorphism) there is a contravariant map M”(8) : M(G)+ M(H). 
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The classification of the simple inflation functors proceeds in a similar way to that 
for simple global Mackey functors, and it so happens that these two types of 
simple object are in bijection, although their detailed structure is different. 
The crucial key in applying this theory to the stable decomposition of classifying 
spaces is Carlsson’s verification of the Segal conjecture, which by work of Lewis, 
May and McClure [6] implies for a finite group G that the stable wedge 
decompositions of the suspension spectrum BG, biject with decompositions of 
the identity in A(G, G)” as a sum of orthogonal idempotents (see also [l, 8, lo]). 
Here A(G, G) is the double Burnside ring and A(G, G)^ is its completion at the 
augmentation ideal of the Burnside ring. We will see that when A(-, G) is 
regarded as a functor in the first variable, it is projective in the category of 
inflation functors. In fact it is a representable functor, and its endomorphism ring 
is A(G, G). We will fix a prime and work over the p-adic integers Z,, in which 
case when G is a p-group the stable summands of the p-completed spectrum 
(BG,); biject with the summands of the functor A(-, G)@Z,. We will show 
(working over Z,,) that the indecomposable summands of these representable 
functors are the projective covers of the simple inflation functors, and so their 
isomorphism types are in bijection with the isomorphism types of the simple 
functors. Their multiplicities as summands of A(-, G)@ZI, are immediately 
computable from the simple functors, and for arbitrary finite groups G these 
numbers are also the multiplicities as summands of the indecomposable stable 
p-completed summands of (BG+),^ . In this way using an explicit formula for the 
simple inflation functors we recover the computational approach to these multip- 
licities given in [l]. What our approach also gives is a structural interpretation of 
these numbers, since a single simple inflation functor contains the multiplicity 
information for the corresponding classifying space summand, as a summand of 
(BG+),^ for every group G. We obtain also an equivalence of categories in which 
stable p-completed classifying space summands correspond to indecomposable 
projective inflation functors. The philosophy behind this approach is that the 
summands of (BG+),^ are replaced by projective objects in a category which have 
very nice properties making them easy to deal with. 
1. Global Mackey functors and inflation functors 
In this section we will make the definitions of two very similar kinds of Mackey 
functor. The differences are apparently slight and much of the theory for one kind 
works very much the same way as for the other. These differences will become 
more apparent when we obtain explicit formulae for the functors, and it will turn 
out that one type of Mackey functor is harder to compute with, but is nevertheless 
necessary for the application we have in mind. 
A global Mackey functor over a commutative ring R is given by the following 
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specification. For each finite group G there is an R-module M(G) and for every 
monomorphism of groups (Y : H-+ G there are R-module homomorphisms 
M:c(a) : M(H)* M(G), M:k(a) : M(G)+ M(H) 
such that 
(1) M,(@) = M,((u)M,( p) and M”(c@) = M”( P)M*(a) always, 
(2) whenever (Y : H- H is an inner automorphism then M,(cr) = M”(a) = 1, 
(3) whenever (Y : H-H is an automorphism then M*(C’) = M”(a), and 
(4) for every pair of monomorphisms H”- G &-K we have 
My /?)M,(a) = c M,(4,)W@,) 3 
st[n(H)G’P(K)] 
where 
&: P(K)'rTa(H)~ ,k?(K)n^a(H)+P(K)~K 
and 
In condition (4) we are using the notation that [X] denotes a set of representa- 
tives for the elements in a quotient object X: thus a(H)\G/P(K) is a set of 
double cosets and [n(H)\G/P(K)] a set of representatives for these double 
cosets, consisting of elements of G. 
A morphism 0 : M, + M, of global Mackey functors is a collection of R-module 
homomorphisms 0 : M,(G)+ M,(G) for every finite group G which is natural 
with respect to both M,: and M*. Thus whenever (Y : H+ G is a group mono- 
morphism, the squares 
M,(H)- M’(Cr) M,(G) M,(G)- M’(CV1 M,(H) 
and 
must commute. Global Mackey functors over R form an abelian category, which 
will be denoted Mack,. In cases where it is clear what R is without further 
specification, we may simply write Mack. We will speak of subfunctors, quotient 
functors etc., and in particular we have the notion of simple global Mackey 
functors, namely those which have no non-trivia1 subfunctors. 
We now define the notion of an inflation functor. We say that M is an inflation 
functor over R provided that for each group G there is an R-module M(G) 
together with R-module homomorphisms 
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M,(a) : M(H)+ M(G) 3 M*(y): M(G)+M(H) 
whenever (Y : H+ G is a monomorphism of groups and y : H+ G is an arbitrary 
group homomorphism. These must satisfy conditions (2), (3) and (4) previously 
given for global Mackey functors, together with 
(I’) M,(aP) = M,(a)M,(P) f or all monomorphisms (Y, p, and M"(y6) = 
M*(G)M"(y) for all homomorphisms y, 6, 
(5) whenever 
is a commutative diagram of groups in which y and 6 are surjective and i, i’ are 
inclusions with H'= y-'(H), then M*(y)M,(i)= M,(i')M*(6). 
Morphisms of inflation functors are families of R-module homomorphisms 
natural with respect to both M, and M*. Inflation functors form an abelian 
category which we will denote Mackg. In cases where it is clear what R is without 
further specification we will simply write Mack*. 
We should point out at this stage that there is a dual notion in which the 
covariant part of a global Mackey functor is extended to all group homo- 
morphisms but the contravariant part is not. We will not explicitly consider these 
covariant versions of inflation functors in this paper, but they also form an abelian 
category which one might denote Mack,. So, for example, in any fixed dimension 
y1 the cohomology H"( G, R) is a functor in Mack”, while homology H,,(G, R) is a 
functor in Mack,. In general, the dual of an object in Mack” is an object in 
Mack, (using ‘dual’ in the manner of [16]) an vice versa, so that properties of d 
one category may be deduced from those of the other. By this means the 
classification of the simple objects in Mack* which we are about to give also yields 
a classification of the simple objects in Mack,. 
It is clear that every inflation functor yields a global Mackey functor by 
restricting the definition of the contravariant part M" to group monomorphisms, 
instead of arbitrary homomorphisms. It is also evident that if we restrict a global 
Mackey functor to a particular group G and its subgroups, together with the 
monomorphisms formed by inclusion of subgroups and conjugations by elements 
of G, we obtain a Mackey functor on G. Because of this connection with Mackey 
functors, if (Y : H+ G happens to be an inclusion of subgroups, we may write 1:: 
for M*(a) and RE for M"(a), and if (Y : H-+ "H is conjugation by g E G we write 
cR for M,(a)= M*(a-'). S' mce every monomorphism of groups may be ex- 
pressed as an isomorphism followed by an inclusion of subgroups, it would be 
equivalent (in the presence of the other axioms) to replace axiom (4) by 
(4’) for every pair of subgroups H, K of G, 
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which is just the usual Mackey decomposition formula. Another useful simplifica- 
tion of notation is that we may write CY, instead of M,(a) and (Y* instead of 
M*(cY). 
Notice that for any group H the evaluation M(H) of a global Mackey functor or 
inflation functor has the structure of an R[Out(H)]-module. For the mapping 
M,: : Aut(H)* Aut(M(H)) 
specified by (Y H M,(a) is a group homomorphism, and the axiom that M,(a) = 1 
when (Y is inner, means that in fact we have an action of Out(H) on M(H). 
In some situations it is a technical advantage to have an alternative but 
equivalent definition of global Mackey functors and inflation functors, as R- 
additive functors defined on certain categories 0, and 0; which we now define. 
The ingredients of this approach may be found in the work of Lewis, May and 
McClure [6, lo] and tom Dieck [4, p. 2781. As a first step we define categories w 
and w +, in both of which the objects are taken to be all finite groups. A morphism 
G+ H in w is a G x H-set X, taken up to G x H-set isomorphism, which is free 
on restriction to each of G and H. It is convenient to regard G as acting from the 
left and H as acting from the right, and we may write (;X, to indicate this 
situation. Composition of morphisms is now an amalgamated product 
<;x, XH HYK = xx Yl-, where (xh, y) - (x, hy) for all x E X, y E Y and h E H. 
In w + we take the morphisms G-+ H to be isomorphism classes of G X H sets 
GXH which are free on restriction to H. Composition is defined in the same way as 
for o. In both w and W+ the morphisms have the structure of an abelian monoid 
given by the binary operation of disjoint union: c;X, + GYH = (;X, U (,Y,,. In 
fact, the morphisms G+ H form a free abelian monoid with basis the transitive 
G X H-sets with the appropriate free property. This is because each G x H-set is 
uniquely expressible as the disjoint union of its orbits. We may thus embed 
Hom,(G, H) and Horn,+ (G, H) in o t f ree abelian groups ZHom,(G, H) and 
ZHom”+(G, H) by the usual universal construction. We now define the 
categories 0, and 0:. These again have the finite groups as their objects, and we 
take 
HomflR(G, H) = ZHomw(G, H)@ R , 
Hom,,;(G, H) = ZHom,+(G, H)@ R 
The group Hom,;(G, H) appears in connection with the Segal conjecture [l, 6, 
81 where it is denoted A(G, H). The special case A(G, G) is called the double 
Burnside ring. We will find it convenient to introduce the notation A,(G, H) for 
Hom,;(G, H), so that A,(G, H) = A(G, H). 
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We may now give alternative definitions of our Mackey functors as follows: a 
global Mackey functor is an R-additive functor M : LtR-+ R-mod. An inflation 
functor is an R-additive functor M : fli + R-mod. We remark immediately that 
because 0, is isomorphic to its opposite category it does not matter if we take M 
to be covariant or contravariant in defining a global Mackey functor. On the other 
hand, this does make a difference with 0;: a covariant R-additive functor 
0: -+ R-mod gives us an object of Mack.+, while the contravariant functors give 
objects of Mack*. 
To explain the connection between the different definitions we show first how 
each R-additive functor L?: -+ R-mod gives rise to an inflation functor in the 
sense previously defined. Suppose F : 0: -+ R-mod is a contravariant R-additive 
functor. We define an inflation functor by putting M(G) = F(G) for all groups G. 
If (Y : H+ G is a monomorphism and y : H -+ G is any group homomorphism we 
factor (Y as H a’ -H’ I G where a’ is an isomorphism and put M,(a) = 
F(,;G,) where H acts on G via (a’))’ and M*(y) = F(,G,;) where H acts on G 
via y. 
To go in the opposite direction we show that a functor defined on 0; may be 
recovered from an inflation functor. We first make some comments about the 
morphisms in w and w ‘. Any morphism in w or w + is a sum of transitive 
G x H-sets, each of which is isomorphic to a set of the form (G X H) /A where 
A 5 G x H. As explained in [l], the condition that this set is free on restriction to 
H is equivalent to the requirement that A = {(g, 4(g)) 1 g E K}, where K is some 
subgroup of G and b, is some homomorphism K+ H. The condition that the set is 
also free on restriction to G is now equivalent to the requirement that C$ is a 
monomorphism. One sees that (G x H) /A z <;GK X, KHf, where K acts on the 
left of H via 4. Now given an inflation functor M in the first sense we define 
F(G) = M(G) f or all groups G, and put F(G x H/A) = M,(L)M*(+) where 
L : K 9 G is inclusion. Extending this definition by R-linearity we obtain a 
contravariant functor LZi + R-mod. The translation procedure we have just 
described works for inflation functors and 0;) but if we simply require that all 
our group homomorphisms are monomorphisms we obtain the translation be- 
tween global Mackey functors as first defined and R-additive functors defined on 
OR. To verify that these translations are valid, we check that the relations satisfied 
by the Mackey functor morphisms are also satisfied in w and w +, and that all 
relations on morphisms in o and w + are deducible from these. 
The construction of the categories 0, and fli gives rise to a way of looking at 
the functors defined on them as modules over certain algebras. Let us first replace 
0, and 0; by skeletal subcategories 0, and 0: in which the objects are 
representatives of the isomorphism types of groups. We put 
PR = ,B? Homq(G, W , P: = ($HHom$G, H) 
I 
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By defining the product of two morphisms to be their composite if they can be 
composed, and zero otherwise, these two R-modules acquire the structure of 
R-algebras. For any ring A we define A-mod to be the category of A-modules. 
The following is immediate, as in [16]. 
Proposition 1.1. Mack, is equivalent to pu,-mod, and Macki is equivalent to 
pz”“-mod. Cl 
We take the opposite ring puRfop here because the objects in MackR are 
contravariant functors on 0:. We call puK the global Mackey algebra over R. 
Recall from [16] that in the context of Mackey functors defined on a fixed group 
G we also defined an algebra pu,(G) called the Mackey algebra which plays a role 
analogous to that of puK and pi with respect to the category Mack,<(G) of Mackey 
functors defined on G. For each finite group G there is an R-algebra homo- 
morphism E_L~(G)+ pLR (which will never be unital, because p.R has no identity) 
specified as follows. Using the notation of [16], pR(G) has as a basis the products 
I,“csR; > where H,K 5 G, g is a double coset representative from K\GIH and 
L s‘H n K” is taken up to H n K”-conjugacy. We define 
where A = {(h, “h) ( h E L}. Now the restriction functor Mack,+ Mack,(G) 
corresponds, when we regard functors as modules, to restricting the action of E*.~ 
along the homomorphism pR(G) -+ kuR and multiplying by 1 E I_L~(G). 
Proposition 1.2. The restriction functor Mack,-+ Mack,(G) has a left adjoint. 
Proof. In module notation the left adjoint is M H pR (2~3~~~~) M, where M is a 
Mackey functor defined on G. 0 
We mention also that by a similar argument the restriction functor 
Macki+ Mack, has a left adjoint. While this approach gives an easy proof of the 
theoretical existence of the left adjoint, it is not so easy to describe it in explicit 
terms. A major part of our work will be concerned with obtaining explicit 
formulae for the values of related adjoints on a certain special type of Mackey 
functor. 
2. The classification of simple functors 
We will show that both the simple global Mackey functors and also the simple 
inflation functors are in bijection with the set of pairs (H, V) where H is a group 
and V is a simple R[Out(H)]-module, both taken up to isomorphism. Many of 
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the arguments for these two cases run in parallel, but we will see when we 
produce explicit formulae that the detailed structure of these two types of functor 
is different. To describe the simple functors we will use the terminology that a 
minimal group for either a global Mackey functor or an inflation functor M is a 
group H such that M(H) # 0 but M(K) = 0 for every proper subgroup K of H. 
Proposition 2.1. Let S be either a simple global Mackey functor or a simple 
inflation functor. Then S has a unique isomorphism class of minimal groups H. 
Furthermore, S(H) is a simple R[Out(H)]-module. 
Proof. We give the proof explicitly in the case of inflation functors, and at the 
same time prove the result for global Mackey functors by indicating in italics the 
words in the proof that must be changed. In every case the word in italics is a 
homomorphism which must be supposed in addition to be a monomorphism to 
obtain the proof for global Mackey functors. Thus the word homomorphism must 
be changed to monomorphism, and epimorphism must be changed to iso- 
morphism. 
Let H be any minimal group of S, chosen to have minimal order. Let W & S(H) 
be an R[Out(H)]-submodule of S(H). For each group K consider 
T(K) = {x E S(K) 1 S*(a)(x) E W for all 
homomorphisms (Y : H+ K} . 
We claim that T is a subfunctor of S. First, if H 4 JH’ K are any homo- 
morphisms and x E T(K), then s*(~),S*(f!J)(x) = S*(&)(x) E W shows that 
S*(0) : T(K)+ T(J). If 8 happens to be an isomorphism then this shows also that 
S,(e) : T(J)+ T(K) since S,(0) = S*(K’) in this case, and we can apply the 
previous argument to 0-l. Thus it remains to show that if i : J + K is an inclusion 
of subgroups then 
ZJ” = S,(i) : T(J)+ T(K). 
Let y E T(J) and suppose HP’ P(H)& K is some homomorphism expressed 
as a composite of an epimorphism p and an inclusion j. Then 
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since S( P(H)” n J) = 0 unless P(H)” c J, by minimality of H, and the remaining 
terms are S”(y)(y) for some homomorphism y. 
We have T(H) = IV, so if W # 0 then T = S by simplicity of S, and so S(H) = W 
in this case. Thus S(H) must be simple. 
If K is a group with no subgroup isomorphic to H then every homomorphism 
CY : H+ K must factor through a group of smaller size than H, on which S 
vanishes, and so S*(a)S(K) = 0. Thus T(K) = S(K) no matter what the choice of 
W. In particular this holds when W= 0, in which case T is a proper subfunctor of 
S, so T is the zero functor. Thus S(K) = T(K) = 0, and we deduce that the unique 
minimal group of S is H (up to isomorphism). q 
The next stage in the classification of the simple global Mackey functors and 
inflation functors is to show for each pair (H, V) consisting of a group H and a 
simple R[Out(H)]-module V that there is a simple global Mackey functor Y with 
minimal group H and Y(H) g V, and that there is a simple inflation functor S 
with minimal group H and S(H) g V. The construction depends on the properties 
of a pair of adjoint functors which we now describe. 
For each group H there are functors 
9 : Mack+ R[Out(H)]-mod , 9 : Mack’+ R[Out(H)]-mod 
both given by 
M-k’(H), 
where A?(H) = M(H) / C K<H Z~M(K). We now construct functors 
99 : R[Out(H)]-mod+ Mack , 562 : R[Out(H)]-mod+ Mack* 
which are the right adjoints of the functors 8. We use the same symbols 9 and ‘3 
in the two cases of global Mackey functors and inflation functors because in each 
case the formulae which define the functors are the same. We will in fact define an 
inflation functor Y(V) = J,,, E Mack* whose restriction as a global Mackey 
functor is C!?(V) E Mack. I am grateful to Peter Symonds for pointing out the 
approach presented here, which is more straightforward and elegant than my 
original construction. 
We first define JH v on groups L which are isomorphic to H, by putting 
J,,,(L) = V as a set. We now define J,,, on isomorphisms of these groups. For 
each group L ^- H let us fix an isomorphism CY : H+ L. Suppose that we are given 
two such groups and fixed isomorphisms cri : H+ Li, i = 1,2, and also some 
isomorphism y : L, + L2. We define 
(JH.v)d~)(u) = (G’P, 1. u 
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and (J[,,“)*(y) = (JH,,,).+(~))‘. In particular this specification makes J,,,(L) into 
an R[Aut(L)]-module, and hence an R[Out(L)]-module, which is simply V with 
the action transported by CY : H--+ L. To shorten the notation we will denote this 
module simply by “V. 
We now make the general definition of JH,“. For each group G we form the 
direct sum 
,% “v 
u : H=L 
taken over all subgroups of G isomorphic to H, where for each such subgroup we 
have chosen an isomorphism CV. There is an action of G on this direct sum given as 
follows. For elements u E “V and g E G conjugation gives an isomorphism 
C~ : L-+ ‘L and the effect of g on u is (JH,v)e(cg)(u), which lies in the summand 
corresponding to ‘L. To define J,., on G we take the fixed points 
Jtt.v(G) = ( LTc +’ . 
-=I 
a:H=L 
If L : K 9 G is an inclusion of a subgroup we define JH,v,(~) = Zg to be the 
composite map 
a : H’I. a:H-L a:F/-L 
If y : K- G is any group homomorphism we define 
to have components Ji,,( y 1 Lo : “V + “V if y(L’) = L, and 0 otherwise. In case K 
is a subgroup of G and y is inclusion, this map is given by projection into those 
summands “V for which the corresponding subgroup L = a(H) is a subgroup of 
K. In case y : K+ G is a group isomorphism then J;,,(y) is determined on the 
summands “V by the isomorphisms ~1~ : L+ y(L), in the way in which Ji,v had 
previously been defined on isomorphisms. We define (JH,“)*(y) = (JH,v)*(y)-‘. 
By this means (JH,“).+ is defined by functoriality on all monomorphisms of groups, 
since a monomorphism is always expressible as the composite of an isomorphism 
and an inclusion, and on these maps (J,,,), has been defined. 
This construction we have just described is really an extension of the one 
performed in [14, Section 41. We refer to this paper for the verification of the 
Mackey formula (4’), and the fact that the other axioms for an inflation functor 
are satisfied is a straightforward check. We also see that J,,, is functorial in V, so 
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we have a functor 
59 : R[Out(H)]-mod-+ Mack* , V- J,,,, 
and also a functor 
$3 : R[Out(H)]-mod+ Mack 
given by restricting J,,, to be a global Mackey functor. Notice from the definition 
that JH,v(H) = V and J,,,,(K) vanishes unless K has a subgroup isomorphic to H. 
Proposition 2.2. (i) The functor 23 : VH J,,, E Mack* is right adjoint to the 
functor 9 : Mack* --+ R[Out(H)]-mod. 
(ii) The functor % : V-J,,, E Mack is right adjoint to the functor 
9 : Mack+ R[Out(H)]-mod. 
Proof. (i) We construct the unit n and counit E of the adjunction and first we 
consider 7. For each inflation functor M 
v:M+J H,MCH) whose effect at a group G 
77 : M(G)- (“.“’ J,,,,,,(G) zz 
we define a natural transformation 
is 
The notation here is that qL : M(L) + M(L) is the natural quotient, and so n is 
the map whose components are qLRz. We should verify that this is indeed a 
morphism of inflation functors, and we show that the two squares 
M(G) (4,.‘<2) > 
M-(Y 1 I (r/,.,R;,) 
M(K) - 
and 
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commute, where y : K-+ G is any group homomorphism in the first square, and 
K is any subgroup of G in the second square. Commutativity of the first square is 
immediate from the definition of 1; M(~)(Y). The fact that the second square 
commutes is less obvious, but the argument is the same as the one which appears 
in Theorem 4.1 of [14]. We have 
since a double coset LgK satisfying L 5 “K is equal to a coset gK, and using the 
fact that qr_ kills all properly induced terms. This is the composition of morphisms 
round one side of the square, and the composition round the other way is 
qi..R:. = c qwcgR:’ . 
gt[GlK] 
L’sK 
The component of this with respect to a subgroup Hz L 5 G is 
c q,.q$;.s 
as required. 
We now define the counit 
identity map F : T,(H)-+ 
transformations of functors 
F. At each R[Out(H)]-module V, E is simply the 
V. We next need to check that 77 and e are natural 
The case of F is immediate since in fact 9% is the identity functor. As for q, we 
have to show that if 0 : M+ N is a morphism of global Mackey functors then 
M(G) (YLR:!) , 
commutes, where e,_ is the morphism induced on A?(L) by 0. This follows from 
the fact that 8 commutes with the maps RF. 
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We finally check that the two composites 
are the identity. This is easy, and we leave the details to the reader. 
(ii) Exactly th e same unit and counit demonstrate that we have an 
adjunction. 0 
Proposition 2.3. Let V be a simple R[Out(H)]-module. 
(i) As an inflation functor, every non-zero subfunctor of J,., contains J,,,(H). 
Hence the subfunctor (J,.,(H)) Mack* g enerated by J,,,(H) in the category Mack* 
is the unique minimal subfunctor of J,,,, and hence is a simple inflation functor. 
(ii) As a global Mackey functor, every non-zero subfunctor of Jr,,” contains 
J,,,,(H). Hence the subfunctor (J,,,(H)),,,, generated by J,,,(H) in the cate- 
gory Mack is the unique minimal subfunctor of J,,,, and hence is a simple global 
Mackey functor. 
Proof. The proofs of (i) and (ii) are the same. Let 0 f M c J,,, be a subfunctor. 
The inclusion map corresponds by adjointness to a non-zero homomorphism 
A?(H)-+ J,.,(H) = V which must be an epimorphism since V is simple. Since 
M(H) C V we must have M(H) = V and so M(H) 2 J,,,(H). The final assertion 
is immediate. 0 
We define 
s f/.v = (J,,.vWhac~* 3 9iv.v = (JwW)) Mack 
to be the unique simple subfunctors of Jr,,,, as an inflation functor, and as a 
global Mackey functor. Because of the structure of JH,v we may immediately say 
that H is the unique minimal group of both sH.” and .!YH,“, and that S,,,V(H) = 
V= Yn,v(H). We will go further than this and produce explicit formulae for both 
SHAG) and y,,.“(G) which demonstrate that S, ,, and .YH,, are different 
functors, but first we show that we do have a complete’ list of the simple functors. 
Theorem 2.4. (i) The simple inflation functors are precisely the Sn,v, one for each 
pair (H, V) where H is a finite group and V is a simple R[Out(H)]-module, both 
taken up to isomorphism. 
(ii) The simple global Mackey functors are precisely the Yn,“, one for each pair 
(H, V) where H is a finite group and V is a simple R[Out(H)]-module, both taken 
up to isomorphism. 
Proof. We prove (ii), the proof of (i) being similar. We have shown that the YH,v 
are simple, and it remains to show that these are all of the simple global Mackey 
functors. Let Y be a simple global Mackey functor, H the unique minimal 
subgroup of S, and V= S(H) the corresponding simple R[Out(H)]-module. The 
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isomorphism S(H) = S(H) + V corresponds by adjointness to a non-zero map 
s+ JH.“. Since S is simple this gives an isomorphism to the unique simple 
subfunctor, S z YH,“. 0 
We now embark on an explicit description of the functors we have constructed. 
Lemma 2.5. Let 22 be a class of groups closed under taking isomorphisms and 
taking subgroups. 
(i) Let M be an inflation functor. Then the subfunctor N of M generated by the 
M(H) with H E 28 has the form 
N(G) = c i,r*M(H) , 
77 
G+h-HEY 
where the sum is taken over inclusions of subgroups i and epimorphisms rr. 
(ii) Let M be a global Mackey functor. Then the subfunctor N of M generated 
by the M(H) with H E S? has the form 
N(G)= c i:,M(H), 
G‘LHET 
where the sum is taken over inclusions of subgroups i. 
Proof. (i) The right-hand side is certainly contained in the left, and we have to 
show that the specification given by the right-hand side does indeed give an 
inflation functor. To do this we show that the right-hand side is stable under j, 
and y * whenever j : G 4 G” is an inclusion of groups and y : G’-+ G is any 
homomorphism of groups. Now j,i,r*M(H) = (ji)*r*M(H) shows stability 
under j,. With y it suffices to consider separately the cases when y is an inclusion 
of groups and when y is an epimorphism, since an arbitrary y may be expressed as 
a composite of these. When y is an inclusion y*i*7~* may be written as a sum of 
terms i$y’*7r * = i:(ny’)* using the vackey formula, where now y’ is a mono- 
morphism of the form y’ : J” f? G’+ J f’ ‘G’ + J’. We now have 
iJ(ny’)“M(H) c i$(r( m,cg)M(‘rr(J II ‘G’)) C N(G’) 
since r(J fl ‘G’) E 2. 
When y is an epimorphism then 
y*i,37 * = i:(yl,,)*7i-* = i:(z-yl,,)” , 
where J’ is the preimage of J in G’ under y and the maps are as follows: 
G’LG 
T i ’ 
YI,, Ti 
J’ - J 
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This shows that our expression of N(G) is stable under j, and y * and hence gives 
an inflation functor. 
(ii) Th e p f roo IS similar to the proof of (i). We observe first that the right-hand 
side is contained in the left. Then we show that the right-hand side is stable under 
j, and j* whenever j is a monomorphism of groups. The arguments here are the 
same as those used to prove part (i), where the more general possibility of j being 
an arbitrary homomorphism was considered in the case of j*. 0 
Theorem 2.6. (i) The functors Jn,” are given explicitly by 
(ii) The simple global Mackey functors are given explicitly by 
(iii) The simple inflation functors are given by 
s,,.,(G) = c l,%qV) 
L : KrCi 
as a submodule of J,,,(G). For a given subgroup K 9 G and a split epimorphism 
rr : K + H, if we write 
as a sum of components with respect to the decomposition given in (i), where 
u E V, then 
whereT(L,K)={gEGI”LCK},B=Kerrrand 
0, : H”- 
c $ 
L-“L+KzH. 
Note in (iii) that for a particular subgroup L = o(H) of G, if no G-conjugate of 
L is contained in K then f,,(v) = 0 since the sum which appears in the expression 
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is an element of the group ring R[Aut(H)], which represents an element of 
R[Out(H)]. 
Proof. (i) The definition says that 
JHJG) = (, : H9L<c; q . 
Let us fix a particular subgroup L 5 G isomorphic to H. The summands indexed 




which gives the result. We obtain the first isomorphism because the term in 
parentheses on the left is the direct sum of subspaces permuted by G, of which 
one is “V with stabilizer N,;(L). The second isomorphism is a standard identifi- 
cation. 
(ii) We have by Lemma 2.5(ii) that 
as a subset of J,,,(G), and it is a question of examining the maps 1:. They were 
defined as a composite which in this instance is 
This has image contained in the summand determined by the conjugates of L, and 
identifying this with (“VT ~,;cldl)” s UVN(;(L) as in part (i), the composite map is 
tr, 
NC(L) : "V-, "p+;(L) Hence I~(aV)Str~(L)a 
to L, in G then Iz’(“‘V) = lF(“V) 
V. We notice that if L is conjugate 
as subsets of J,,,(G), and if L, L, are 
subgroups of G which are isomorphic to H but are not conjugate in G then 
ZzJal V) and I:( “V) are contained in different summands in the expression for 
J,,,(G). Thus our expression for YH,(G) is a direct sum taken over representa- 
tives of the G-conjugacy classes of subgroups L, and our identification of these 
summands gives the desired result. 
(iii) To prove the first assertion we apply Lemma 2.5(i) with Econsisting of all 
groups isomorphic to subgroups of H and M = .I,.,. Since .TH,v(L) = 0 for L E 2? 
unless L g H we have by that result that 
S,.,(G) = c car*. 
From the definition of the functor I,,, we have r* = Jc,,@) = 0 unless there is a 
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subgroup L 5 K mapped isomorphically onto H by rr. Thus if J;.,(r) # 0 the 
group K must be a semidirect product K = B M L, and 7~ is a split epimorphism. 
We now examine the component f, of the map L, rr*. From the definition, 
is the map 
L’ complements B in K 
On applying L,, only those complements to B in K which are G-conjugate to L 
contribute to the L summand of J,,,(G). The set of all G-conjugates of L in K 
has as a set of representatives the "L where g E [ T(L, K) /N,;(L)] and so the 
component of rr* corresponding to the complements to B in K which are 
G-conjugate to L is 
~E[T(L.K)IN<;(L)I 
BrIh’L=l 
Let k E K and consider a complement k"L to B in K. The diagram 
commutes, and c,,(~) acts trivially on V since it is an inner automorphism, so 
(T&~)* = c,+~. Thus 





Now the L component in J,,,(G) of L*T* is 
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Finally the isomorphism 
(33 ~rVN~;(L) ~ 
HILSG 
up 70 ti-conjugacy <I HSL 
on the L component is just u H trG N,,CLJ~ and so composing with the inverse of this 
isomorphism we obtain that the L component f,, of L*T* is 
gt[K\T(L.K)] 
BflPL=I 
Now cg-l 7rIZL here denotes the homomorphism V+CaV obtained by contravariant 
functoriality from the group homomorphism L fi-gL+K& H using the 
isomorphism cy : H-+ L. The functorial definition gives precisely cK- I ~1 :L(u) = 
OAT:’ . u, where u E V and OX is defined in the statement of this theorem. Thus the 
component f, of L,T* is as claimed. 0 
Corollary 2.7. (i) .Yf,,“(G) f 0 if and only if there is a subgroup L 5 G iso- 
morphic to H via C-Y : H+ L so that trFj’;(L’(aV) # 0. 
(ii) s,,,,(G) # 0 if and only if there are subgroups L, K and B of G with L 
isomorphic to H via CY and K = B w L so that 
does not annihilate V. 0 
We see from this that it is much easier to compute the global Mackey functors 
YH,“(G) than the inflation functors sH,(G), and in Section 4 we will compute a 
number of values of 9, “(G). It is entirely by reason of this ease of computation 
that we use global Mackey functors in our application to the computation of 
cohomology, although in principle the computations could be done with inflation 
functors as well. The description of sH,” which we have just given is, however, 
exactly what we need to reprove the results of Martin0 and Priddy [8] and Benson 
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and Feshbach [ 11 concerning decomposition of classifying spaces, which we will do 
in Section 6. 
One may give more straightforward sufficient conditions for when these simple 
functors vanish. The result in the case of inflation functors is really the same as a 
condition which has been obtained by Benson and Feshbach [l, Proposition 5.91 
in an apparently different context. We will show later that their situation really 
amounts to the same thing as ours, and our result can be deduced from theirs by 
translating the concepts. 
Let L be a subgroup of G and let W be a R[Out(L)]-module. Then W becomes 
a RN,(L)-module via the homomorphisms N,(L)-+ Aut(L)+ Out(L). We 
define Stab,;(W) to be the kernel of this action of N,(L) on W. Thus 
Stab,,(W) = {g E N,;(L) 1 ,g. w = w for all w E W} 
Since C,;(L) always acts trivially on L by conjugation we have L. C,(L) 5 
Stab,(W). 
Proposition 2.8. Let G and H be p-groups, let R be a field of characteristic p and 
let V be a simple R[Out(H)]-module. 
(i) If Y,,.,(G) # 0 then there exists a subgroup L 5 G with an isomorphism 
(Y : H+ L such that Stab,(“V) = L (i.e. N,;(L)IL acts faithfully on “V). In 
particular C,;(L) 5 L. 
(ii) If S,,,,(G) # 0 then there exists a subgroup L 5 G with an isomorphism 
a : H--t L such that Stab,,(“V) = C,(L). L = L X X for some subgroup X of G. 
Proof. (i) From Theorem 2.6(ii) we deduce that if YH,JG) # 0 then 
for some subgroup L. Hence trf_t”hC;(“V’ #O and since G is a p-group it follows 
that Stab,,(“V) = L. 
(ii) Using notation introduced in Theorem 2.6(iii) we have 
s,.,(G) = c 
L K4G <I 
m : K-H ,p,,t cpl 
for this expression to be non-zero there must be a subgroup K and an iso- 
morphism (Y : H+ L for some subgroup L of G such that A, # 0. Now 
and so tr?,!k[!, 
h‘ 
must be non-zero for some g. Now K” is a semidirect product 
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K” = B” xl L and so N,,(L) = X X L where X = C,,(L). Thus N,,(L) 5 
C,;(L). L 5 Stab,(“V) and since 
trA&(L) NC(L) = trgd;;A,,,) p%;“’ 
it follows that tr~~~$~“’ # 0. Because G is a p-group and Stab&?‘) acts trivially 
on “V we deduce that NKR(L) = Stab,(“V), which in turn must coincide with 
XX L and C,(L). L. 0 
Corollary 2.9. Let G and H be p-groups, let R be a field of characteristic p, and let 
R also denote the trivial R[Out(H)]-module. 
(i) YH,,(G) # 0 if and only if H z G. 
(ii) If SH,R(G) # 0 then there is a subgroup L of G isomorphic to H for which 
No(L) = L x X for some subgroup X. 
Proof. We have Stab,(V) = No(L) for every subgroup L of G isomorphic to H, 
and (ii) is immediate from Proposition 2.8(ii). In case (i), if 9’H,K(G) # 0 we have 
by Proposition 2.8(i) that No(L) = L, which forces L = G. Conversely, if Hz G 
we have .YH,R(G) = R, as remarked before Theorem 2.4. 0 
3. The composition factors of a global Mackey functor 
In this section we consider only global Mackey functors, because that is the 
context in which we will apply the theory about to be developed. A similar theory 
may be developed for inflation functors, and we leave this to the interested 
reader. 
We will be dealing with global Mackey functors which do not have composition 
series in the conventional sense and so we need to give some meaning to the 
notion of composition factor for a global Mackey functor. To begin, we will say 
that a simple global Mackey functor S is a composition factor of M if there exist 
subfunctors M,, C M, C M so that M,/M,, z S. To extend this notion, we fix a 
group G and say that a global Mackey functor has a composition series over G if 
there is a series of subfunctors 
such that 
T,/B, is simple and non-zero on restriction to G for all i = 1, , m, 
and (B,+,IT,)k, =0 for all i=O,. . ,m. 
When such a series exists we will call the set of simple functors T,IB, together 
with their multiplicities, the composition factors of M over G. We are thus pulling 
out just those composition factors of M which do not vanish on G. 
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Proposition 3.1. Suppose that M is a global Mackey functor which has a composi- 
tion series over G. Then any other composition series over G for M has the same 
length and the composition factors over G (taken with multiplicities) are the same. 
Proof. By a standard argument using the Zassenhaus isomorphism theorem, any 
two series 
0 c B, c T, c.. . c B,,, c T,,, c M 
have refinements which are of equal length and in which the sets of quotients are 
the same (up to isomorphism, taken with multiplicities). It is impossible to refine 
the simple quotients T,IB, any further, and so in any refinement of the above 
series, the set of quotients which do not vanish on G remains the same. From this 
we see that in any other composition series for M over G the composition factors 
over G are the same, and in particular there is the same number of them. 0 
We are now concerned with the existence of composition series over G, and for 
this we will use a characterisation of simple global Mackey functors. Let E be a 
class of groups closed under isomorphism and taking subgroups. If M is a global 
Mackey functor we introduce the notation Ker R ( to denote the subfunctor of M 
delined by 
(Ker R,)(K) = n Ker Rz 
Xtf.XsK 
Theorem 3.2. Let S be a global Mackey functor, let H be a minimal group for S 
and let 2? be the class of groups isomorphic to subgroups of H. Then S is simple if 
and only if the following three conditions are satisfied: 
(i) Ker R, = 0, 
(ii) S = (S(H)), 
(iii) S(H) is a simple R[Out(H)]-module. 
Proof. Assume S is simple. Since (Ker R,)(H) = 0, Ker R, is a proper sub- 
functor, hence is zero. The other two conditions have already been established. 
Assume now that the three conditions hold and let T be a non-zero subfunctor 
of S. Let K be a group for which T(K) # 0. By (i) 
(Ker R,)(K) = n Ker R: = 0 
H-LIK 
and so there exists a subgroup L 5 K isomorphic to H for which T(K)gKer RF. 
Thus RE(T(K)) # 0 and so T(L) # 0 and hence S(H) > T(H) # 0. Since S(H) is a 
simple module we have S(H) = T(H). Finally we deduce S = T from (ii). 0 
Theorem 3.3. Let G be a finite group and M a global Mackey functor over R. The 
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following are equivalent: 
(i) M has a composition series over G, 
(ii) for all subgroups K ‘= G, M(K) has a composition series as an R-module, 
(iii) ML CT has a composition series as a Mackey functor for G. 
Proof. The implication (i) + (ii) is easy, since the restriction of a composition 
series over G to K gives a filtration of M(K) in which the finitely many successive 
quotients are evaluations of simple global Mackey functors Y,,.,(K). From our 
description of the simple functors, these all have finite length over some field 
which is a quotient of R. 
For the converse implication (ii) 3 (i), we proceed by induction on 
KM) = c lengthAM( , 
KSG 
the induction starting when this number is 0. We suppose, therefore, that 
1(M) > 0 and that the result holds for global Mackey functors with smaller values 
of 1. Let 9 consist of all groups isomorphic to subgroups of G and let B, = Ker R.!, 
as a subfunctor of M. Then B, 1 G = 0, and we show that the quotient M/B, has a 
simple subfunctor which is a composition factor over G. To construct this simple 
subfunctor, let J I G be a subgroup of maximal order such that 
f’KerRi#O 
K$J 
and let 0 # V 5 M(J) be a simple R[Out(J)]-submodule of the above intersection. 
Since every element of V is sent to 0 on restriction to all proper subgroups of J, 
the subfunctor of M generated by V has the form 
(V)(K)= c W$> 
J”J,_;K 
and in particular (V) vanishes unless K contains a subgroup isomorphic to J. We 
put T, = B, + (V), and show that T,IB, is simple by verifying the three condi- 
tions in our characterisation of simple global Mackey functors. 
Since J is a minimal group for (V) and B, vanishes on subgroups of G, 
we see that J is also a minimal group for T,/B,, and furthermore 
(T,/B,)(J) = (V)(J) = V 1s a simple R[Out(J)]-module. It is clear that T,IB, 
is generated by its value at J. Thus it remains to show that if 2Z denotes the class 
of groups isomorphic to subgroups of J then Ker R f = 0 for the functor T, /B, . 
Consider an element x + B,(K) E Ker R,(K) for some subgroup K, where 
x E (V)(K). We show that x E B,(K), which will complete our argument that 
T,IB, is simple. Suppose to the contrary that x $6 B,(K), so there exists L E 91 
with RF(x) f 0. Since (V) vanishes on groups which do not contain a subgroup 
isomorphic to J, L contains such a subgroup. We show that for some subgroup J, 
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of L isomorphic to J, R:(x) # 0. The argument is by induction on 1 L 1. If 1 L 1 = 1~1 
then L z J and R:(x) f 0 already, so the induction starts. Supposing now that 
ILI> IJI andth e result holds for smaller values of 1 LI, by maximality of IJ] there 
exists a proper subgroup L, of L with R:,(x) = R~,R~(x) # 0, and necessarily L, 
still contains a subgroup isomorphic to J. By induction we deduce that 
R:,'Rr,(x) = R:(x) # 0 for some subgroup J, 9 L, isomorphic to J. This con- 
tradicts the earlier hypothesis that x + B,(K) E Ker R.,(K), and so we deduce 
that x E B,(K), which shows that T,IB, is simple. 
We have now constructed the start of a chain B, C T, C M where T,lB, is a 
composition factor over G and B, 1 CT = 0. Now f(MIT,) < l(M), so by induction 
MIT, has a composition series over G, and we deduce that M does also. 
The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) follows from [16]. 0 
As a way of recording the composition factors of a global Mackey functor we 
introduce an abelian group L7 which is the product of copies of L indexed by the 
simple global Mackey functors. Thus an element of Li’ is a family of integers 
(n,,,,) indexed by pairs (H, V), which on linearly ordering the pairs (H, V) we 
may write as a sequence. Suppose that M is a global Mackey functor with the 
property that for every finite group G, M(G) has a composition series as an 
R-module. In this situation we may associate the element [M] E II, which is 
defined to be the sequence whose (H, V) term [M]H,V is the multiplicity of YH,” in 
a composition series for M over H. This is also the multiplicity of YH,” in a 
composition series for M over G, where G is any group containing a subgroup 
isomorphic to H. Thus the composition factors of M over G are precisely the YH,” 
with multiplicity [MIH,", ranging over groups H which are isomorphic to sub- 
groups of G. This means that the composition factors of M are determined by 
knowing [Ml. 
At this point we will assume that R is an artinian ring and form the product 
=’ = n G,,(R[Out(Wl) 
H 
of the Grothendieck groups of R[Out(H)]-modules taken over all finite groups H 
(up to isomorphism). A typical element may be written (a,), where for each finite 
group H, a,, E G,,(k]Out(H)l). B ecause of our hypothesis on R, each Grothen- 
dieck group has a Z-basis consisting of the simple R[Out(H)]-modules and so we 
may write 
QH = F nH."wl 
where V ranges over the simple R[Out(H)]- mo u es. Thus (a,) may be repre- d 1 
sented by a family of integers (IZ~,~) indexed by pairs (H, V), and since the 
elements of the group IT defined previously may be represented in the same way, 
we see that as abstract groups IZ g II’. 
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We define a homomorphism ti : II-+ II’ by 
the expression on the right being a family of terms indexed by groups K, and 
where the term in parentheses on the right is an element of G,,(R[Out(K)]). The 
sum here is apparently infinite since it is taken over all pairs (H, V), but in fact 
there are only finitely many terms in the sum for each K, since only those groups 
H which are isomorphic to subgroups of K contribute. 
Lemma 3.4. The morphism Cc, is a monomorphism. 
Proof. Suppose that the indexing pairs (H, V) are linearly ordered in any fashion 
so that IH\ is non-decreasing, and that the groups which index the factors in If’ 
have the induced linear order. Let a = (a H,,.) and b = (bH,“) be distinct sequences 
of integers such that $(a) = $(b). Write a = c + a,, b = c + b,, where c is the 
longest common initial subsequence of both a and b, and a,, b, are different in 
their first non-zero place. So 
0, = (0, . . 3 0, U”,V’ . . .> , b, = (0, . . . , 0, b,.,, . . .> ,
with 'H,V# bH.v and $(a,) = +(a) - 4(c) = 4(b) - do = ICr(b,). Since 
.IpH.v(H) = V the definition of + gives that 
$qo, . . . ) 0, uH,v, . . .) = (0, . . . ) 0, u,.,[V] + . . . ( . . .) ) 
so that the coefficient of [V] in the first non-zero entry is u~,~, and similarly with 
$(b,). We thus deduce that $(a,) cannot equal $(b,), a contradiction, and so I,!I is 
a monomorphism. 0 
As a consequence of this lemma, in order to check that a global Mackey functor 
M has composition factors given by the sequence (n,,,), we only need check that 
+(]M]) = +((nH,V)). Th e a d vantage of this is that the Kth component (CT([M])K is 
just [M(K)], and so we simply have to determine the module M(K) as an element 
of G,,(R[Out(K)]). Notice that in order to compute a composition factor multip- 
licity nH,” it suffices to compute the values of [M(K)] where K is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of H. This results from the fact that the restriction of (c, to the product of 
those factors indexed by such groups K is again a monomorphism to the product 
of the corresponding factors in II’, by exactly the same argument as in the lemma. 
We may exercise some further control over the groups H which appear in the 
parameterisation of the composition factors of a global Mackey functor M using 
essentially the relative projectivity as Mackey functors of the restrictions Mj, G. 
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For this we assume familiarity with the classification of the simple Mackey 
functors S H.V given in [15]. 
Proposition 3.5. Let M be a global Mackey functor and 2E a class of groups closed 
under isomorphisms. Suppose that for every finite group G, the Mackey functor 
composition factors of Ml o are all of the form S,,, with H E Z. Then every 
composition factor of M as a global Mackey functor has the form Yuv with H E 8?. 
Proof. Let YH,” be a composition factor of M as a global Mackey functor. Thus 
there are subfunctors M,, C M, C M with M,/M,, z 9n.v. On restricting this 
filtration of M to H we obtain Mackey functors M,, 1 u C M, 1 u C MJ u, and now 
is a Mackey functor which is non-zero only on H. From the structure of the simple 
Mackey functors [15] we deduce that the Mackey functor composition factors of 
(M,~,)4M&,) must have the form S,,,,, and these are also composition factors 
of ML,. By hypothesis we have HE 2. 0 
4. The computation of global Mackey functors 
We will now show how to use the notions of composition factor and composi- 
tion series to compute the values of specific Mackey functors. In particular we will 
take as examples the global Mackey functors H’(G, T) where the coefficient 
module T has trivial G-action. In order that the Grothendieck groups 
G,,(R[Out(HJ) should have a basis consisting of the simple modules we will 
assume in this section that the ring R over which our global Mackey functors are 
defined is an artinian ring. However, as far as the cohomology groups H’(G, T) 
with r 2 1 are concerned we need not require that T itself be artinian. This is 
because H’(G, T) is annihilated by IG] and so the cohomology may turn out to 
be a finitely generated module for an artinian ring, even though T is not. We have 
in mind the example of H’(G, Z), which is a finitely generated module for the 
artinian ring R = Z / 1 GIZ. 
In genera1 our method proceeds as follows. We wish to compute a certain value 
M(G) of a global Mackey functor, and suppose that M has a composition series 
over G. Thus we have a filtration 
where each T,IB, is a simple composition factor over G and B, +, i T, vanishes on 
G. On evaluation at G this gives a filtration 
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0 = B,(G) c T,(G) = B,(G) c.. . 
C T,,,-,(G) = B,,(G) C T,,,(G) = M(G) 
in which there are finitely many quotients which are evaluations of simple functors 
YH.,(G). We may conclude that if Y’F,.v occurs with multiplicity nH,” as a 
composition factor of A4 then 
M(G)= c n t,.d%.v(G) E G,,(NOut(G)l) > 
H.V 
the sum being taken over pairs (H, V) with H isomorphic to a subgroup of G. By 
determining the multiplicities nH,” using the morphism 4 of the last section and 
using the explicit formula of Theorem 2.6(ii) for Sp, i,(G) we obtain an expression 
for M(G) in the Grothendieck group. 
The success of this method depends on how easily these quantities may be 
computed, and since the explicit formula for Y,,“(G) is not so bad, the difficulty 
rests primarily with the IZ~.~. To simplify matters in computing the IZ~,” we will 
try to find a class % of groups to which Proposition 3.5 applies. Since it is only 
necessary to compute nH,” in case Yf, .(G) # 0 we look for conditions for this to 
happen, and use Proposition 2.8 and Corollary 2.9 in conjunction with the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. Let G be any group, H a p-group and P a Sylow p-subgroup of G. If 
YH,,(P) = 0 then sPH,v(G) = 0. 
Proof. By the formula for simple global Mackey functors we have 
YH,“(P) = @ tr,p(L)(UV) = 0, 
a : H=LsP 
so trpcL) (“V) = 0 for all such L. Hence trp(L)(uV) = 0 for all Q : Hz L 5 G 
since trycL) = tr>ji,;iL”j) . &PC’.), So 
‘~VH.V(G) = @ trpcL)(*V) = 0. 0 a : H-LsG 
We turn to the specific case of group cohomology with finitely generated trivial 
coefficients H’(G, T). Since this cohomology group is a finite abelian group we 
may perform the calculation one prime at a time, computing the Sylow p- 
subgroup H’(G, T)p. Let us write M’(G) = H’(G, T),,. It is well-known that on 
every group the Mackey functor which this defines is projective relative to 
p-subgroups, and in fact the Mackey functor composition factors of M’J (; are of 
the form S,,, where H is a p-group [16]. Thus Proposition 3.5 applies on taking X 
to be all p-groups, and we deduce that the composition factors of M’ as a global 
Mackey functor have the form YH,v with H a p-group. Here V must necessarily be 
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a simple module defined over 
image of our ground ring R. 
We may represent the map 
matrix 9 with rows indexed 
P. Webb 
a field of characteristic p which is a homomorphic 
$ considered in Section 3 by means of an infinite 
by the finite groups (taken up to isomorphism), 
columns indexed by the simple global Mackey functors and entries in the 
Grothendieck groups G,,(R[Out(G)]). The entry in row G and column YJ,,” is the 
module Y{,,,(G). Using Proposition 2.8 and Corollary 2.9 we can immediately say 
that many entries of p are zero, and we now present part of q in the case when R 
is any field of characteristic 2. 
1 c2 c, CZ x C, C, Q, Q, & Qp SD,,, 




Cz x c2 1 2 
C8 1 
Q, 1 2 
Dz,’ l@l 1 
QP l@l 1 
SD,,, 1 1 1 
Most of the entries in this table are computed to be zero by Corollary 2.9. The 
only remaining entries in question are YcZXc2,2(P) and Ye,,,(P), which are 
computed using Theorem 2.6. In this table and throughout the ensuing calculation 
we denote the trivial module R by 1, and the natural 2-dimensional 
GL(2,2) = S,-module by 2. 
We now explain how to use this table to compute the value of a global Mackey 
functor , illustrating the method by considering the cohomology M’(G) = 
H’(G, F2) of a group G with D2,! as a Sylow 2-subgroup, ~12 3. By Lemma 4.1 we 
see from the table that 
M’(G) = ~,~2.~Z.~~cI~(.2.~(G) + ~nZ..,%,..,(G) 
E G,,(~,[Out)G)l) 
The first of these coefficients nc2,c2,2 is computed from the similarly obtained 
equation 
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Here we see that ylc.zXcz,z equals the multiplicity of the 2-dimensional simple 
IF,[Out(C, x C,)]-module as a composition factor of M’(C, x C2), so that a 
knowledge of the cohomology of C, x C, gives this coefficient. Returning to the 
first equation, knowledge of M’(G) for any group G with Sylow 2-subgroup D2,, 
will now suffice to determine II~,,,,, -for example, G = D,,, will do. In general we 
have to make the requirement that Ynz,f,, (G) # 0 at this step, a requirement which 
in this particular case is always satisfied. Having determined the two coefficients 
we calculate M’(G) using Theorem 2.6(ii) for the simple global Mackey functors. 
We may summarise the approach in general as follows: for a p-group P, np,” can 
be computed knowing the values of 11~.,,, for subgroups H 5 P with Y,.,(P) # 0 
and knowing the cohomology of any group G which has P as a Sylow p-subgroup, 
for which Yp.,(G) # 0. One may always take G to be P itself, but sometimes it 
may be more convenient to compute the cohomology of a bigger group G. 
Altogether one would have used as input a knowledge of the cohomology of a 
group with H as a Sylow p-subgroup, for every p-subgroup H under considera- 
tion. Finally, having determined the numbers nH,” in this way we obtain the 
cohomology of any group which has P as a Sylow p-subgroup by evaluating the 
relevant simple global Mackey functors at that group, using Theorem 2.6. 
We now use this method to compute the additive structure of the cohomology 
of various groups at the prime 2. It is convenient to work with the Poincare series 
P<;(t) = 2 t’dim H’(G, IF?) , 
r=O 
and we will use the notation A<;(L) = N,(L)IC,(L) to denote the automizer of 
L in G. The cohomology of the groups specified in the next theorem has 
previously been determined in [7] and [9] by different methods. 
Theorem 4.2. (a) Let G be a group with D,,, as a Sylow 2-subgroup, II 2 3. Then 
1 + t3 At 
PG(t) = (l- t2)(1 _ q + (1 _ t)(l _ $) ’ 
where h is the number of conjugacy classes of subgroups L z C2 X C, in G for 
which 3 IA,;(L)I. 
ii 
(b) Let G be a group with SD,,, as a Sylow 2-subgroup, n 2 4. Then 
1 + t’ Iit(1 + t) 





1 otherwise . 
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(c) Let G be a group with Q7,, as a Sylow 2-subgroup, n 2 3. Then 
p<;(t) =
1 + t” + ht(1 + t) 
(l-t”) ’ 
where A is the number of conjugacy classes of subgroups L G Q8 in G for which 
3&%AL)I. (1 n case n = 3, replace A in the expression for PJt) by 2h.) 
Proof. Let us write n’,., for the multiplicity of .YH,” as a composition factor in M’. 
On summing over r we obtain immediately 
p<;(t) = c dim 9’H.V(G). 2 t’nL,v) . 
H.V r=O 
It is convenient to write 
Wdt) = c trnkv 
r=O 
(a) Suppose G has D2” as a Sylow 2-subgroup. From our earlier discussion, the 
only pairs (H, V) which contribute to the sum are (C, x C?, 2) and (D?,<, l), and 
SO 
From (*) and the fact that H*(C, x C’, [Fz) is the polynomial algebra on the 
2-dimensional simple [F,S,-module, we obtain that Nc-XC2,2(t) = cF=,, trn>,,C.,,2 is 
the series in which II;.~~~,,~ is the multiplicity of 2 as a composition factor of the 
rth symmetric power of 2. This series is calculated to be 
Ncy2.2(t) =(1 _ & _ q 
using a slight extension of Molien’s theorem (see [3]) and the theory of Brauer 
characters. Taking the particular case of G = Dz” we have 
= dim .YczXc ?, (%)NcZXC.Jt) + dim ~Dz,,.I(4~~)ND,,,.I (t) 2 
= 2Nc.2xc-2.2(t) + NDZ,&) . 
We deduce that 
Nn2,,. , (t> = 
1 + t” 
(1 - t2)(1 - 2) . 
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For a general group G with D2,! as Sylow 2-subgroup we have 
There are at most two conjugacy classes of C2 x C2 subgroups in G, since D,,, has 
two such classes; their normalizers in D,,, are both D,. Thus N,;(L)/C,;(L) is 
either C2 or S,. Since C&)/L has odd order and acts trivially on the 2- 
dimensional module, trFcL) 2 = 2. From the well-known structure of 2 as an 
[F&-module we have dim tr, Nc(L)2= 1 or 0 according as N,;(L)/C,(L)G C2 or 
S,. We deduce that dim Yc2.c.2,2 (G) equals the number of conjugacy classes of 
C, x C, whose automizer has order not divisible by 3. 
We compute also that 
has dimension 1 always, since N,(D,,,) lDzn has odd order. By putting these pieces 
together we obtain the statement of part (a) of the theorem. 
(b) Suppose now that G has SD,,, as a Sylow 2-subgroup. In this case 
To compute NC)x,2 we use the equation 
which holds in GO([FZIOut( Q8)]), and the structure of H*( Q,, [F2) tells us that 
multiplicities ylLx,2 form the sequence 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, . . . Thus 
&,.&) = 3 
Since we have already determined NCZxC,,Z we may obtain N,,?,,,, from any 
Poincare series pc(t) where G has SD,,, as a Sylow 2-subgroup, and we suggest 
either SD,,, itself using the calculation in [5], or GL(3,2) using Quillen’s 
calculation [ll]. Using SD,,, we obtain 
N SDp = PsL&) - NQ8,2 - NC2XC1.2 
1 + t” 
= (1- t”)(l- t”) 
using the information on the values of simple functors on G given in the matrix 9. 
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Finally we obtain the Poincare series for an arbitrary group with SD,,, as a Sylow 
2-subgroup by evaluating the simple global Mackey functors. We find that 
dim 9. C,Xc.3,z(G) = p and dim yo,.? (G) = A, the numbers given in the statement 
of the theorem. 
(c) We suppose that G has Q,,$ as a Sylow 2-subgroup, in which case 
Taking G = Q,,, and noting that dim .YQX.*( Qzs,) = 2, our existing knowledge of 
Nox.’ gives 
N Qz,,,I = P&W - 2Ns,.2 
= (l+t+t’)(l+t) _2t(l+t) 1+t3 ___=- 
1 - t4 1 - t4 1-P 
This gives the desired result, noting that for general G with Q,,, as Sylow 
2-subgroup 
It is amusing to consider a power series whose evaluation at each group G is the 
Poincare series PC;(T) for that group. This series is 
P(t) = 2 t’[M’] , 
a power series in t with coefficients in II’, and it is a way of recording the 
composition factors of M’, for every r. Since [M’] = C,,, nL,,[YH,,] we evidently 
have f’(t) = C,., NH,V(t)[YH,,,]. The coefficient of t’ is a list of the composition 
factors of M’, and on evaluation at each group G the coefficient oft’ is H’(G, F,), 
as an element of I7’. Summing up our calculations so far, together with some 
further ones, we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 4.3. 
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1 - t + t4 - t’ + tX 
+ (1- t)(l- t”)(l- t’) 
t(1 - t3 + t” + t’) 
+ (1 - t)(l- t”)(l- t’) 
t’(1 + t - t2 + ?) 
+ (1 - t)(l - t”)(l- t’) 
,4 
+ (1- t)(l4 t”)(l- t’) 
1 + t’ 
+ (1 _ t’>(l _ t4> %e 1 
+ 1 + t2 + t” - t4 + t5 + t6 + t8 
(1_t)(l-t3)(1_t’) yw%l+... q 
Y c~xc,xc*,l 
Y C,xC,xCq.3b 
Remark. As well as having a use in the explicit computation of cohomology, the 
method just described may also be used to derive certain theoretical results such 
as Swan’s theorem [12] on the cohomology of p-normal groups. We omit the 
details. 
5. Projective covers of simple functors 
Throughout this section we will assume that our coefficient ring R is a field or a 
complete discrete valuation ring, and in this situation our main results are that the 
simple functors have projective covers, and that the representable functors are 
finite direct sums of these. The theory works both for global Mackey functors and 
inflation functors. When we use it in the next section we will only need the case of 
inflation functors, and so we restrict attention to these functors now. However, 
the theory for global Mackey functors is just the same and may be obtained by a 
minor modification of the ideas, at times achieved by merely writing fi, instead of 
fI(2R+, etc. 
Since inflation functors are contravariant R-additive functors 0; -+ R-mod, it is 
an immediate consequence of Yoneda’s lemma that the representable functors 
AR(-, G) = Hom,;(-, G) are projective. We state Yoneda’s lemma and its 
immediate well-known consequences in this context. 
Proposition 5.1. For each finite group G the representable functor AR(-, G) has 
the following properties. 
(i) HomMackR(AR(-, G), M) z M(G) for each inflation functor M. 
(ii) In particular, HomMack ;(AR(-, G), AR(-, H)) z A,(G, H) is a finitely 
generated R-module and End,,,,;T(A,(-, G)) z A,(G, G) is an R-algebra 
finitely generated as an R-module. 
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(iii) AR(-, G) 1s a projective object in Mackg. 
(iv) A& G) g IS enerated as an inflation functor by its value at G. 
Proof. We prove only (iv). The argument of Yoneda’s lemma is that if 0 E 
A,(H, G) is any element then 19 = A,(@ G)(l,), where 1,; : G+ G is the 
identity morphism in 0:. Since the subfunctor of AK(-, G) generated by 1, must 
be closed under mappings A,(& G) we deduce that 0 lies in this subfunctor. 0 
We will also need the following preliminary lemma 
Lemma 5.2. EndM,,,i(~,,,v) z EndRIOut~H#‘). 
Proof. We have 
the first isomorphism arising from the fact that !3H,V is the unique simple 
subfunctor of JH v , and the second from the adjoint property. 0 
We define Rad AR(-, G) to be the intersection of the maximal subfunctors of 
AK(-, G), or in other words the intersection of the kernels of the homo- 
morphisms from AR(-, G) to simple functors. 
Lemma 5.3. Let R be a field or a discrete valuation ring. Then 
AR(-, G)/Rad AR(-, G) s @!S;:c , 
where d,,, = dim .5H,V(G) /dim End(V), and in the case of a discrete valuation 
ring the dimensions are taken over the residue jield. This functor is a finite direct 
sum of simple functors, and its endomorph&m ring is a finite-dimensional semisim- 
ple algebra. 
Proof. The multiplicity with which sjH,” appears as a homomorphic image of 
AK(-, G) is 
dim Hom(A.(-, G), s,,,)/dim End(sH,,) 
= dim s,.,(G)/dim End(V) . 
The number of simples which can be homomorphic images of AR(-, G) is thus 
finite, since only sH,” with H isomorphic to a subgroup of G can appear, each 
with finite multiplicity, and for each group H there are only finitely many iso- 
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morphism classes of simple R[Out(H)]-modules. Thus AR(-, G)/Rad A,(-,G) 
is isomorphic to the direct sum of all these simples, taken with their 
multiplicities. Cl 
Theorem 5.4. Assume that the ground ring R is a field or a complete discrete 
valuation ring. Every simple object S,,, in Mack* has a projective cover, which is 
a projective inflation functor PH., such that PD,,,/Rad P,,, E S,,,. 
Proof. Let sH.” be simple. Since 5 “,,(H) # 0 it follows from Lemma 5.3 that 
s H,V is a direct summand of 
AR(-, H)lRad AR(-, H) 
and has the form e(A.(-, H)lRad AR(-, H)) f or some idempotent endomorph- 
ism e. Since AR(-, H) is projective, every endomorphism of AR(-, H)/ 
Rad A,(-,H) lifts to an endomorphism of AR(-, H). Thus 
End(A.(-, H))+End(A,(-, H)lRad AR(-, H)) 
is an epimorphism, and by Lemma 5.3 the target ring is semisimple. Now 
End(A,(-, W) . 1s an algebra finitely generated as an R-module and so idempo- 
tents lift from End(A,(-, H)lRad AR(-, H)) to End(A.(-, H)), preserving 
primitivity (see [3, 6.81). Thus there is an idempotent endomorphism I of 
AR(-, H) which induces e on AR(-, H)lRad AR(-, H), and 2 is primitive. The 
summand @A,(-, H)) = PH., is now an indecomposable projective object in 
Mack* with the property that P,,,/Rad P,,, = sH,V, and so this is the projective 
cover of sH “. 0 
At this stage we may conclude that AR(-, G) has a set of summands P,,, 
corresponding to the decomposition of AR(-, G)/Rad AR(-, G) as a direct sum 
of simples. These are precisely the direct summands of AR(-, G) which have a 
simple object as a homomorphic image. There remains the possibility, however, 
that AR(-, G) may have some summands which have no simple homomorphic 
image, and this is a possibility which we have to exclude. The property of 
AR(-, G) which we use is that it is generated by its value at G. 
Lemma 5.5. Let M E Mack* be such that there is a finite set of groups 3 closed 
under taking subgroups so that 
(i) M(Y) h as fi mte composition length as an R[Out(Y)]-module for all Y E 9, 
(ii) M=(M(Y)]YE’%). 
Then M is an epimorphic image of a finite direct sum of indecomposable 
projectives Pn,,. 
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Proof. We proceed by induction on c ye:y 1(M( Y)) where 1 denotes composition 
length as an R[Out(H)]-module. When this number is 0 condition (ii) implies that 
A4 = 0, so this starts the induction. Supposing now that some M(Y) # 0, pick a 
minimal group H for M which lies in 3. There is a non-zero homomorphism 
M(H) = B(H)+ V for some simple R[Out(H)]-module V, hence a non-zero 
homomorphism M+ JH,I/. Thus S, v , is a composition factor of M, and there is a 
non-zero morphism P,,, -+ M. Write M, for the cokernel of this map. It is a 
functor also satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) but now the sum of the composition 
lengths for M, is smaller than it was for M and so by induction there is a finite 
direct sum Q of indecomposable projectives lp’,,, and an epimorphism Q- M,. 
Lift this map to a morphism Q-+ M using projectivity, and form P,,, @ Q+ V. 
This is necessarily an epimorphism. 0 
Remark. Any epimorphic image of a finite direct sum of pH,“‘s also satisfies 
conditions (i) and (ii), so we obtain a characterisation of such epimorphic images 
as the functors satisfying (i) and (ii). 
Theorem 5.6. Let R be a field or a complete discrete valuation ring. Then 
AR(-, G) is the direct sum in Mack* of indecomposable projectives PH.” where 
P H,V occurs with multiplicity dim sH,V(G) /dim End(V), and where V is a simple 
R[Out(H)]-module. 
Proof. From the argument in Theorem 5.4 we see that pH,V does occur as a 
summand with the stated multiplicity, and it remains to show that no other 
summands occur. Such a summand, also by the argument of Theorem 5.4, would 
be a projective which has no simple functor as a homomorphic image. In case R is 
a discrete valuation ring, on dividing everything by the maximal ideal of R we 
would reduce to the same situation over the residue field of R, since by 
Nakayama’s lemma the reduction of a non-zero module is non-zero. Thus to show 
the non-existence of such summands we may assume that R is a field. Now 
AR(-, G) satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 5.5 where we take 9 to 
consist of all subgroups of G. This is because for each group Y, A,(Y, G) is 
finite-dimensional from its definition, whence condition (i), and condition (ii) is 
satisfied because of Proposition 5.l(iv). It is immediate that every direct summand 
of AR(-, G) therefore also satisfies (i) and (ii) of Lemma 5.5 and so must be an 
epimorphic image of a direct sum of projectives [FD,,,. Such an epimorphic image 
would indeed have a simple functor as an epimorphic image. We deduce that 
there can be no remaining summand. 0 
6. The stable decomposition of BG 
We now have a description of the indecomposable summands of AR(-, G) in 
the case of a field or a discrete valuation ring, and since this functor has 
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endomorphism ring A,(G, G) these summands are in bijection with the primitive 
idempotents of A,(G, G). In case G = P is a p-group and R = Z,, (or [F,,) it is a 
consequence of Carlsson’s theorem pointed out by Lewis, May and McClure [6] 
(see also [lo]) that these idempotents are in bijection with the indecomposable 
stable wedge summands of (BP,);. By BP+ we will mean the suspension 
spectrum of the classifying space BP after a disjoint base point has been adjoined, 
and we will only ever consider p-completions (BP,);. For a p-group P, BP+ is in 
fact already p-complete except for a sphere spectrum summand. We regard these 
classifying space spectra as objects in the category Y of all P-completed suspen- 
sion spectra with homotopy classes of stable maps. As stated in [lo, Corollary 151, 
when P is a P-group the group of homomorphisms Hom,((BP+),^, (BG+),^) = 
[BP+ > BG+I; is isomorphic to A,,,(P, G), and when G = P we have a ring 
isomorphism. From this one not only sees that primitive idempotents of 
A,,>(P, P) are in bijection with the indecomposable summands of (BP,);, but 
also that two summands are isomorphic in Y precisely if the idempotents are 
conjugate, which in turn happens precisely if the corresponding indecomposable 
projective summands of Azi,(--, P) are isomorphic. We wish to say more than 
this, namely to say when two summands of (BG,); and (BH+),^ are isomorphic 
for different groups G and H, thereby making the connection with the theory of 
dominant summands discussed in [l]. One easily guesses the answer for P-groups: 
two such stable summands of (BG+),^ and (BH,); are isomorphic precisely if 
the corresponding indecomposable projective summands of A,,,(-, G) and 
A, (-,H) are isomorphic. The proof of this relies on the following straight- 
forward observation. 
Proposition 6.1. Let p be a prime. 
(i) The full subcategory d of Y whose objects are the classifying spaces (BP+ ),^ 
of finite p-groups P is equivalent to the full subcategory 28 of Macks whose objects 
are the representable functors AZ,,,&, P), where again P ranges” over finite p- 
groups. 
(ii) The full b su category (e of Y whose objects are stable summands of the 
classifying spaces (BP,); with P a p-group is equivalent to the full subcategory 9 
of Macki/, whose objects are the indecomposable projectives P,., with H a 
p-group. 
When G is an arbitrary finite group it is well-known (see e.g. [l]) that (BG+),^ 
is isomorphic to a summand of (BP,); where P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Thus 
the category 42 just defined in Proposition 6.l(ii) equals the full subcategory of Y 
whose objects are the stable summands of all (BG,);, ranging over all finite 
groups G. 
Proof. (i) We define a functor &+ $32 by (BP,); H A,,,(-, P) on objects, and 
on morphisms by means of the isomorphism 
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z A,,,(P, Q) s Hom,,,,.(Az,,(-~ f’>, AEp(-) Q>> . 
There is an inverse functor given on objects simply by AH,>&, P) H (BP,);. One 
has to check that the isomorphism between the Horn sets is functorial, and indeed 
composition of morphisms in & and in 9 does correspond to the operation 
described in [lo] or [l]. 
(ii) One may construct the category % from ti as follows. The objects of % may 
be identified with the idempotents e E End,((BP+),^), as P varies. Now if 
f E End,.((BQ+ 1,: > IS another idempotent then Hom,(e, f) =f. A,,,(P, Q). e. 
By an exactly similar construction we may obtain 9 from 93. Since ~4 and 35’ are 
isomorphic, we deduce that % and 9 are isomorphic. q 
Theorem 6.2. For any finite group G the indecomposable stable summands of 
(BG,); are in bijection with those summands pn,” of AL,&-, G) for which H is a 
p-group. Here V is a simple [F,[Out(H)]-module, and the multiplicity of a 
summand parametrized by (H, V) as a summand of (BG+),^ equals the multiplicity 
of PH.V as a summand of A,,,(-, G), which equals dimFpS,,,(G)ldim,,,End(V). 
This number may be computed using Lemma 5.5 and Theorem 5.6. In particular, 
for each indecomposable summand X of a p-completed classifying space (BG+),^ 
there is a unique isomorphism class of groups H minimal such that X is a summand 
of (BH,); , and H is a p-group. Such a summand is parametrized by a pair (H, V) 
and its multiplicity as a summand of (BH+),^ is dim V/dim EndF,,outC,,)(V). 
Proof. To deal with the first part of the statement, let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of 
G. As indicated in [l], the maps B, : (BP,); +(BG+),^ and the transfer map 
(BG,); + (BP,); are equivalences between (BG+),^ and a summand of (BP,);. 
Thus the composite of these maps is an endomorphism of (BP,); which has as its 
image a summand isomorphic to (BG+),^. In the category of functors this 
corresponds to the composite 
A,(-~ PI *A,,,(-, G)*A&, P) 
as is also explained in [l], although here the middle term A, (-, G) no longer 
corresponds to (BG+),^ . The map denoted PGG is surjective oh evaluation at all 
p-subgroups Q of G since in the interpretation of AL,,(Q) G) as being the free 
L,-module with basis the equivalence classes of pairs (K, 4) where K I Q and 
4 : K-+ G (see [6], [lo] or [l]), it is clear that 4 can always be factored 
4 : K-+ P--+ G, so that (K, 4) is the image of an element of Az,,(P, G). Similarly 
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this factorisation implies that GGP is injective on AL&Q, G) since equivalence of 
a pair (K, 4) as a map to G implies equivalence as a map to P. 
The above argument shows that all summands of A=,,(-, G) of the form P,,, 
with H a p-group are in the image of pGG, since these summands are generated 
by their values at p-groups. On the other hand the image of this map is 
isomorphic to a summand of A,_(-, P), and so can be a direct sum only of such 
The remaining parts of the theorem now follow from Theorem 5.6 and 
Proposition 2.1. 0 
This theorem together with the information about the simple inflation functors 
given in Section 2 encapsulates many of the principal results of [l] and [S]. The 
theory of ‘dominant summands’ of [l] translates into the statement that the 
classifying space summand parametrized by the pair (H, V) is not a summand of 
(BG+ ); unless H is isomorphic to a subgroup of G, and this summand does 
appear with non-zero multiplicity as a summand of BH,, as stated in Theorem 
6.2. From Corollary 2.7(ii) we obtain the criterion of [l] that the summand 
parametrized by (H, V) appears with non-zero multiplicity in (BG+),^ if and only 
if one of the expressions c /3, ’ considered there acts in a non-zero fashion on V. 
From Proposition 2.8(ii) we obtain a necessary condition for the summand 
parametrized by (H, V) to appear as a summand of (BG,); . 
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